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We propose a fourth-order interference scheme for optical coherence tomography operating with broadband
incoherent (or quasi-incoherent) light. It is shown that using this proposal, an axial resolution improvement by
a factor of �2 and a better sensitivity for weakly reflecting samples are obtained than with the standard
second-order correlation scheme. From a practical perspective, we suggest the use of broadband Q-switched
pulses and performing ultrafast intensity correlation with a nonlinear crystal. The global performance of our
proposal is illustrated by means of numerical simulations. © 2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 030.1640, 170.4500, 120.3180.
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. INTRODUCTION
ptical coherence tomography (OCT) is a high-resolution
oncontact imaging technique for cross-sectional mapping
f inhomogeneous samples [1]. Applications cover topics
rom imaging of biological tissue to materials research
2,3]. Enhancing the axial resolution while causing mini-

um photodamage in the sample is crucial in order to
chieve a better performance. In the time-domain OCT
TD-OCT) setup [see Fig. 1(a)], the second-order coher-
nce properties of the illumination source allow effective
ectioning of a reflective sample with an axial resolution
hat is proportional to the coherence time of the source.
herefore within the conventional OCT, the most accu-
ate results can be obtained by using sources with wide
pectral widths [4,5].

In the past few years, different attempts have been
ade to improve the axial resolution of OCT measure-
ents. Quantum-optical coherence tomography (Q-OCT)
akes use of an entangled twin-photon (nonclassical)

ight source to achieve an enhancement in resolution by a
actor of 2. Additionally, it leads to cancellation of the
armful dispersion effects in the sample [6,7]. Due to the

ow power levels of current entangled photon sources, ef-
orts have been made to simulate the advantages of
-OCT using classical light sources. Similar features
ave been reported in so-called phase-conjugate optical
oherence tomography (PC-OCT) using a double-pass
etup with a broadband phase conjugator in one arm of
he interferometer [8] or, alternatively, by detection and
anipulation of intensity spectra [9].
1084-7529/09/041049-6/$15.00 © 2
As another way to improve the results of conventional
CT, second-harmonic interference fringe signals, excited
sing femtosecond laser pulses, have been demonstrated
o yield an intermediate resolution enhancement by a fac-
or of �2. The key mechanism of this second-harmonic op-
ical coherence tomography (SH-OCT) is the quadratic
ower dependence of the second-harmonic signal on the
efractive index, which leads to an interference signal oc-
urring at exactly double the frequency of the fundamen-
al interference [10]. In contrast to TD-OCT, information
s obtained only from materials with suitable nonlinear
ptical response. On the other hand, optical ranging of
iological samples is also possible by measuring the cross
orrelation of femtosecond pulses with a nonlinear crystal
11]. A similar nonlinear detection scheme with broad-
and temporally coherent illumination has also been re-
ently proposed to improve OCT resolution and signal-to-
oise ratio [12].
We note that the resolution improvements in the previ-

us methods are due to the detection of the fourth-order
orrelations recorded electronically, optically, or by nu-
erical means. It is the aim of this work to show that any

ourth-order interferometer such as the one shown in Fig.
(b) leads to an improved resolution by a factor of �2 in
xial scanning when a broadband classical spectrally in-
oherent light source is employed. One may realize that
his original configuration is just a modified version of the
lassical Hanbury Brown–Twiss (HBT) interferometer
13]. The key is that, by assuming that the classical inco-
erent light source obeys Gaussian statistics, the fourth-
009 Optical Society of America
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rder interference term can be written in terms of the in-
erferogram that is achieved within the TD-OCT scheme
hown in Fig. 1(a).

In Section 2, we study comparatively the expected sig-
als in these two different schemes. We stress that the
heoretical results are independent of the technique by
hich the intensity correlation is implemented. From a
ractical point of view, the resolving time of the intensity
orrelator in the modified HBT interferometer limits the
oherence time of the stationary source. In fact, only
ources with a coherence time much greater than the re-
olving time of the detecting scheme should be employed
14]. For common light sources employed in OCT, the co-
erence time is of the order of femtoseconds, which, from
practical point of view, requires the use of ultrafast de-

ecting schemes. While our theory predicts the best re-
ults with stationary light, the limited response of the
urrent electronics may require the use of high-power
uasi-stationary light pulses as the ideal candidates to
erform all-optical ultrafast intensity correlation. The
ain practical issues are discussed in Section 3. Numeri-

al examples considering stationary and quasi-stationary
ight are illustrated in Section 4 and a comparative study
ith previous OCT techniques based on higher-order cor-

elations is given in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we
ummarize the main goals of the work.

ig. 1. (Color online) (a) Conventional time-domain OCT setup.
b) OCT device based on intensity interferometry with incoherent
ight.
. THEORY
or the sake of completeness, we recall first the basic
quations of TD-OCT and compare them with our pro-
osal. It will be shown that the intensity-correlation mea-
urement provides a meaningful trace containing infor-
ation on the layer structure similar to that obtained
ith the TD-OCT technique.

. Time-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography
he conventional TD-OCT system is based on a second-
rder (field) interferometer, where the reflecting sample
ith spectral transfer function H��� is set in one arm and
reference mirror in the other, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
he interference between the reflected sample and refer-
nce fields is measured as a function of an adjustable time
elay � in the reference arm. We assume a stationary
roadband source whose spectral density is denoted by
��+�0�, where �0 is the central angular frequency. The
easured interference signal then is of the form [2]

I��� = Is + Ir + 2R�����exp�− i�0���, �1�

here

Is =� S����H�� + �0��2d� �2�

nd

Ir =� S���d� �3�

re the constant background intensities of the sample and
eference fields, respectively, and R� � denotes the real
art. Furthermore, ����= �Us

*�t�Ur�t+��	, where the angle
rackets denote time average, is the cross-correlation
unction between the complex fields Us and Ur. With the
sed notations, � can be expressed as

���� =� H��0 + ��S���exp�− i���d�, �4�

hich contains the depth resolved structural data of the
ample.

. Intensity-Correlation Optical Coherence Tomography
ith a Stationary Light Source

n contrast to measuring field correlations as in conven-
ional OCT, we propose replacing the second-order inter-
erometer of the setup discussed above by a fourth-order
intensity) interferometer used for measuring the cross
orrelations of the intensities from each arm. Assuming
hat the statistics of the source field are Gaussian, higher-
rder correlation functions can be expressed in terms of
econd-order correlations [15]. Thus, the correlation of the
ntensity fluctuations is proportional to the squared

odulus of the second-order coherence function, and a
ignal similar to that in conventional OCT can thus be ex-
ected. It is interesting to note the similarity of this setup
o the original HBT interferometer [13]. HBT interferom-
ters were introduced for measuring stellar diameters
ased on the intensity correlations of spatially incoherent
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ources [16], providing a better resolution than the alter-
ative Michelson interferometer setup with cruder optical
quipment [15].

The proposed intensity-correlation OCT (IC-OCT)
etup is displayed in Fig. 1(b). The light from the source
ith spectrum S��+�0� is split in a beam splitter into two
aths consisting of the sample and an adjustable time de-
ay, as before. Later, the cross correlation between these
ntensities is performed by either electronic or optical

eans and monitored as a function of the time delay. As-
uming a classical stationary light source obeying Gauss-
an statistics, the intensity correlation function can be ex-
ressed as [15]

C��� = IsIr + ������2, �5�

here Is, Ir, and ���� are now equal to the corresponding
uantities defined for the TD-OCT case by Eqs. (2)–(4).
The main differences between these configurations can

e found by comparing Eqs. (1) and (5). The TD-OCT sig-
al is comparable to the real part of the second-order co-
erence function, while in the intensity-correlation mea-
urement the squared absolute value of the same function
s obtained. Thus the IC-OCT signal does not contain any
nformation about the phase of �, but it can be used to de-
ermine the positions of the interfaces in layered samples
ith better accuracy than with normal OCT. It directly

ollows from the squared operation in IC-OCT that the
esolution, defined as the inverse of the width of the sig-
al envelope, is improved by a factor of �2. In addition,
he constant background terms in Eqs. (1) and (5) are dif-
erent, which will be seen to allow a better visibility in the
ntensity-correlation measurement, especially in the case
f weakly reflecting samples.

. Intensity-Correlation Optical Coherence Tomography
ith a Quasi-Stationary Light Source
et us now consider the same fourth-order interferometer
rrangement as in Fig. 1(b) but with a quasi-stationary
ight source [17] instead of a strictly stationary one. The
eed for this study will be clarified later. A quasi-
tationary signal implies that the mutual coherence func-
ion no longer depends exactly on the time difference and
hat it is pulsed in time. Additionally, the intensity is a
lowly varying function on a time scale of the order of the
oherence time of the source, which is still provided by the
nverse of the width of S��+�0�. Under these conditions
nd assuming that the source field statistics are Gauss-
an, it is easy to show that Eq. (5) should be replaced by

C��� 
 IsIrf��� + ������2, �6�

here

f��� =� Ĩ���Ĩ�− ��exp�i���d� �7�

nd Ĩ��� is the Fourier transform of the averaged inten-
ity profile of the source. Equation (6) has the same struc-
ure as Eq. (5) apart from the fact that the background
erm now depends on the time delay. However, because of
he quasi-stationarity properties, the f��� does not vary
uch in the time scale where ���� does, and therefore the

nfluence (and structure) of these two different functions
an be retrieved from the interferogram.
Let us clarify further the influence of the above three

ignals [Eqs. (4)–(6)] by illustrating their features with
he simplest example of having a purely reflecting
ample, assuming a Gaussian spectrum centered on
00 nm with 11 nm spectral width. This corresponds ap-
roximately to 11 fs coherence time. For the quasi-
tationary signal example, a Gaussian pulse with the
ame spectrum but with 1 ps temporal width is consid-
red. Note that the temporal intensity distribution of
uasi-stationary signal does not affect the energy spec-
rum. Figure 2 displays the achieved results. As ad-
anced, IC-OCT offers a �2 better resolution than conven-
ional OCT. In the case of having quasi-stationary pulses,
he relevant signal appears over a “pedestal,” as predicted
y Eq. (6). In other words, the narrow “coherence spike”
ontains the information about the coherence properties
f the field, and therefore the useful information about
he sample, whereas the pedestal contains the informa-
ion about the temporal pulse duration [18]. For quasi-
tationary pulses, where the coherence time is much
horter than the pulse duration, these two different con-
ributions are clearly distinguishable. Thus, in practical
erms, quasi-stationary light pulses can be used for
C-OCT as an alternative to strictly stationary light.

. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
ere we consider some important practical aspects con-

erning the performance, light sources, and detectors that
ould match the previous theoretical requirements.

. Sources
he theoretical results obtained for the intensity-
orrelation signal were derived under the assumption of
ight source obeying Gaussian statistics, which allows us
o express the higher-order intensity-correlation function
n terms of the second-order correlations of the fields [15].
n practice, it is not easy to determine the statistical prop-
rties of optical sources. However, according to the central
imit theorem, any random process that is a result of

any additive and independent random events follows
aussian statistics asymptotically [19]. Thus, it is reason-
ble to expect that our assumption is valid for many com-

ig. 2. (Color online) Simulation results for the normalized in-
erferogram in TD-OCT (green solid curve) and the normalized
C-OCT using a stationary light source (red dashed curve) or
uasi-stationary light source (blue thick solid curve). It corre-
ponds to the devices of Fig. 1 for a single-layer sample. Normal-
zation is taken with respect to the background of the corre-
ponding interferogram. See details in text.
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on light sources used in conventional OCT, such as su-
erluminescent diodes (SLDs) and other thermal sources
2]. Pulses from mode-locked lasers are, within a very
ood approximation, spectrally coherent and are not ex-
ected to obey Gaussian statistics.
For IC-OCT performed with quasi-stationary light

ulses, convenient candidates would be Q-switching laser
ulses. The inherent broadband nature and high peak
ower of these pulses would be ideal for performing non-
inear optical processes, allowing for an ultrafast detec-
ion scheme. It is important to note that because the
road spectrum of these pulses is not related to their rela-
ively long temporal pulse duration ��ns�, this kind of
ource has been modeled as quasi-stationary and used for
ump-probe spectroscopy as an alternative to coherent
ources [20]. Additionally, recent advances in supercon-
inuum generated in photonic crystal fibers pumped with
-switched pulses suggest that they could trigger impor-

ant applications in OCT [21] and even compete in terms
f axial resolution with other coherent supercontinuum
ources [5].

. Detection Process
he intensity cross-correlation scheme from Fig. 1(b) ide-
lly should be ultrafast. When implemented by electronic
eans, the finite bandwidth of the photodiode, which
ight approach 80 GHz, would be the ultimate bottleneck

n tracking the random intensity variations that typically
ake place at the order of the coherence time of the source
15], limiting by several orders of magnitude the available
ptical bandwidth from superluminescent LEDs (S-LEDs)
r Q-switched pulses and therefore degrading the axial
esolution.

Ultrafast intensity correlation could be performed by
ll-optical means, using for example sum-frequency or
econd-harmonic generation (SHG). In SHG, assuming
deal phase-matching conditions, the upconverted optical
eld is proportional to the product of the sample and ref-
rence electric fields. By filtering the upconverted signal,
etecting it with a slow response photodiode, and repeat-
ng the operation for different delays �, one would obtain
he desired intensity-correlation trace given by Eqs. (5)
nd (6), depending on the type of source employed. Ideal
roadband phase-matching conditions are achieved in
hin nonlinear crystals at the expense of the efficiency of
he process. Therefore, a high-power source would be re-
uired. For this case, Q-switched quasi-stationary pulses
ould offer a better performance with respect to

ontinuous-wave low-power S-LEDs. SHG generated with
ncoherent sources has been previously reported [22,23],
ffering an efficiency twice as good as a coherent source
ith the same average power [23]. It is interesting to
ention that parametric nonlinear processes can be ex-

ited, too, in thick nonlinear crystals [12], but in this case,
careful control of the relative spectral phase between

he reference and sample pulses is required.

. Sensitivity
ne of the most important aspects to consider in OCT is

he sensitivity to weakly reflecting samples [2]. We point
ut that IC-OCT is more sensitive in this respect than
tandard OCT due to the different background terms. In
rder to get further insight into this effect, let us consider
nondispersive sample consisting of a single surface with

eflectance r. We now define the visibility as the maxi-
um of the signal term divided by the constant back-

round, i.e., VTD-OCT=max�2������ / �Ir+Is� for the TD-OCT
cheme and VIC-OCT=max�������2 / �IrIs� for our implemen-
ation. Then in the conventional OCT case the visibility
an be shown to take on value 2r / �1+r2�. In contrast, the
isibility of the IC-OCT signal in the case of single reflec-
ion has a constant value of 1, independent of the layer
eflectance. The importance of this property can easily be
een by noticing that for r→0 the normal OCT signal dis-
ppears while the normalized IC-OCT signal remains un-
ffected.

. Speed
he time required to get a 3D image would be

T = nxnynzT�, �8�

here nj is the number of pixels in dimension j and T� the
ime necessary to record a signature at specific time �. As-
uming that each Q-switch pulse contains enough energy
o be detected and that the time integration is shorter
han the period of the pulse train T�, we get

T� = NT�, �9�

here N is the number of pulses required to have a sta-
istically significant sample to perform the average in the
ross correlation. Taking N=103, 1 MHz repetition rate,
nd 128�128 pixels, we would require 16 s with our tech-
ique. Note that this time is the same for both the elec-
ronic and the all-optical detection schemes.

. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
o demonstrate the resolution improvement of the
ntensity-correlation measurement, we compare the ex-
ected OCT and IC-OCT signals of a sample structure
ased on numerical simulations. We consider layered,
ossless dielectric samples whose spectral complex trans-
er function can be expressed as [3]

H��� = �
n=0

N

rn exp�i2�
k=1

n

�k���Lk� , �10�

here rn is the reflection coefficient and Ln the thickness
f each layer n, and N is the total number of layers. Fur-
her, we assume that the dispersion coefficients �n��� are
xpanded to second order in �, i.e., in each layer �n��0
��
�0n+�1n�+�2n�2 /2, where �1n is the inverse group
elocity and �2n is the group velocity dispersion (GVD). In
ther words, the transfer function describes the overall
eflection from all the surfaces of the sample, taking into
ccount the cumulative optical path to each surface.
As an illustrative example, we consider a sample con-

isting of two layers of different dispersive materials. The
eflection coefficients at normal incidence from the front
nd back surfaces of the layer are chosen to be r0=r1=r2
0.1, the thicknesses are L1=80 and L2=200 �m, and

he corresponding GVD coefficients are �21=40
10−24 s2 m−1 and �22=10�10−24 s2 m−1. The values of

and � do not affect the normalized simulation re-
0i 1i
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ults. Note that the values of �2i are actually 103 times
igher than the dispersion of fused silica, and thus the ef-
ects of GVD are strongly emphasized in the example.

The results of the simulation are illustrated in Fig. 3,
here the conventional TD-OCT and IC-OCT signals

with the stationary and quasi-stationary case), normal-
zed against their respective constant backgrounds, are
lotted against the delay scaled by half the group velocity,
/2�1. The optical source for the TD-OCT and the IC-OCT
orking with stationary light is considered to be a S-LED
ith 11 nm bandwidth centered on 800 nm with Gauss-

an distribution. The thick solid curve (blue online) in Fig.
plots the IC-OCT trace for a Q-switch Gaussian pulse of

0 ps temporal width and spectrum identical to that of
he S-LED. The traditional OCT signal shows three peaks
hat correspond to reflections from the surfaces of the
ample. The second and third peaks are stretched due to
ispersion within the sample. The intensity-correlation
ignal exhibits corresponding peaks in the same positions,
ithout the rapid phase variations in the signal. The res-
lution enhancement of the IC-OCT method is a factor of
2, as predicted. It is interesting to see the overlapping of
he pedestals in the IC-OCT with the quasi-stationary
-switch pulses. Despite this overlapping, it is the coher-
nce spike of the intensity correlation at each reflection
hat contains the useful information about the samples.
n fact, we note that the stationary and quasi-stationary
ases in the IC-OCT are almost indistinguishable. It is
lso worth noticing that in the considered case of rela-
ively weakly reflecting sample, the visibility of the nor-
alized IC-OCT signal is better than that of the conven-

ional OCT due to the different background terms. In fact,
his would be seen even more clearly if a smaller reflec-
ion coefficient were chosen for all the layers.

. DISCUSSION
inally, let us compare our proposed intensity-correlation
CT with some of the other possible resolution-

mprovement schemes mentioned in the Introduction. As
first notion we remind that the most common way to im-
rove resolution in OCT measurements is to increase the
andwidth of the source. The same opportunity applies
aturally also to the intensity-correlation measurements,
hile the relative improvement by a factor of �2 com-

ig. 3. (Color online) Simulation results for the normalized in-
erferogram in TD-OCT (green solid curve) and the normalized
C-OCT using a stationary light source (red dashed curve) or
uasi-stationary light source (blue thick solid curve). A two-layer
ielectric sample is considered. See details in text.
ared with the conventional OCT performed using the
ame source always remains.

The Q-OCT provides a resolution improvement by a
actor of 2, and additionally the dispersion effects caused
y the light propagation in the sample are canceled. How-
ver, to achieve these advantages, an entangled two-
hoton source is required, which limits the practical real-
zability of the method in view of the low photon flux of
urrent quantum light sources. We emphasize that even
hough the dispersion is not completely canceled out in
he intensity-correlation signal, the relative resolution
mprovement remains the same also in dispersive media.

oreover, numerical methods similar to those used in
onventional OCT [24–26] could be developed to compen-
ate for the dispersion effects also in the case of the
ntensity-correlation signals.

Since we have recently shown that some of the quan-
um phenomena based on the temporal entanglement of
wo-photon pairs can be emulated using classical thermal
ources [27], one is intrigued by whether the advantages
f Q-OCT could be achieved in the same way with classi-
al light. However, even though nonlocal dispersion can-
ellation indeed is possible also with classical light in
ome cases [28], it turns out not to apply to the Hong-Ou-
andel (HOM) interferometer [29] setup used in Q-OCT.
hus arrangements more complicated than simply chang-

ng the source must be used in order to obtain the classi-
al dispersion cancellation in OCT [8,9]. Nevertheless, us-
ng a classical thermal source in the corresponding HOM
etup does give a signal that is reminiscent of the one ob-
ained in Q-OCT, with resolution improved by a factor of
2. Differing from the HBT interferometer proposed here,
he classical HOM-OCT signal contains oscillations at
wice the frequency of the conventional OCT signal, and it
s affected by additional interference terms between the
ctual reflection peaks similar to those obtained with the
-OCT signals.
Compared with the SH-OCT [10], which also gives res-

lution improvement by a factor of �2, our proposal has
ome advantages. Namely, while IC-OCT can be realized
sing incoherent broadband sources similar those used
ith normal OCT, in SH-OCT a coherent high-power

ource is needed to excite the second-harmonic signal in
he sample. This restricts the technique to use only for
amples that are able to emit SH radiation, which is not
traightforward in practice. In addition, the high power
equired to excite this nonlinear phenomenon might dam-
ge the sample. However, in our technique the nonlinear
etection scheme is implemented not in the sample but in
nonlinear crystal with suitable characteristics. On the

ther hand, in the case of high-power quasi-stationary
ulses, the intensity correlation signal could also be de-
ected using nonlinear schemes similar to those demon-
trated previously [11] with coherent pulses. Such an all-
ptical detection alternative would improve on the
imitations set by digital processing.

. SUMMARY
e have introduced a new noninvasive optical coherence

omography technique based on ultrafast intensity corre-
ation between the sample and reference signals. With re-
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pect to previous approaches using broadband coherent or
uantum sources, we have shown that our technique can
e used with broadband spectrally incoherent (stationary)
r quasi-incoherent (quasi-stationary) light pulses with-
ut any significant difference. Since ultrafast correlation
s required, the electronic bandwidth of current photo-
iodes prevents their use for high-resolution depth imag-
ng. When optical intensity correlation is performed, high-
ower Q-switched pulses (quasi-stationary pulses) might
e better candidates than S-LEDs (stationary light) due
o the high-peak power of the former pulses. This pro-
osed setup enhances the resolution of conventional OCT
y a factor of �2 and increases the sensitivity when the
ample is composed of weakly reflective layers.
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